Abstract—Performance analysis tools for enterprise distributed real-time and embedded (DRE) systems require instrumenting heterogeneous sources (such as application- and system-level hardware and software resources). Traditional techniques for software instrumentation of such systems, however, are tightly coupled to system design and metrics of interest. It is therefore hard for system testers to increase their knowledge base and analytical capabilities for enterprise DRE system performance using existing instrumentation techniques when metrics of interest are not known during initial system design.

This paper provides two contributions to research on software instrumentation for enterprise DRE systems. First, it presents OASIS, which is service-oriented middleware for instrumenting enterprise DRE systems to collect and extract metrics without design time knowledge of which metrics are collected. Second, this paper empirically evaluates OASIS in the context of a representative enterprise DRE system from the domain of shipboard computing. Results from applying OASIS to a representative enterprise DRE system show that its flexibility enables DRE system testers to precisely control the overhead incurred via instrumentation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Emerging trends and challenges. Enterprise distributed real-time and embedded (DRE) systems (such as power grid management, shipboard computing environments, and traffic management systems) are often composed of loosely coupled applications that run atop distributed infrastructure software (e.g., service-oriented middleware [10]) and deployed into heterogeneous execution environments. In addition to meeting their functional requirements, these types of DRE systems must also meet quality-of-service (QoS) requirements, such as latency, response time, and scalability, so that applications achieve their expected behavior in a timely manner [13].

To ensure QoS requirements, DRE system testers must analyze system performance via runtime monitoring of systems behavior and resources (e.g., CPU usage, memory allocation, and event arrival rate). Conventional approaches for monitoring enterprise DRE system behavior and resources employ software instrumentation techniques [2], [8], [11], [13] that collect metrics of interest (e.g., busy time for an application, L2 cache memory usage, state of a component, and number of heartbeats sent by a watchdog daemon) as a system runs in its target environment. Performance analysis tools (such as testing and experimentation, distributed resource management, and real-time monitoring/reporting) can then be used to evaluate collected metrics and inform DRE system testers if the system meets its QoS requirements. These tools can also identify bottlenecks in system and application components that exhibit high and/or unpredictable behavior and resource usage [9].

Although software instrumentation enables performance analysis tools to evaluate enterprise DRE system QoS requirements, conventional techniques [13] for collecting metrics are tightly coupled to system implementations, i.e., DRE system developers must decide what metrics to collect and then incorporate the necessary probes to collect these metrics during the system design phase. The drawback with this approach, however, is that developers must either (1) redesign their systems to incorporate the new/different metrics or (2) use ad hoc techniques, such as augmenting existing code to inject the instrumentation hooks, without understanding the impact on overall system design and maintainability. DRE system developers therefore need better techniques to simplify instrumenting enterprise DRE systems to collect and extract metrics, especially when the desired metrics are not known a priori.

Solution approach — Service-oriented dynamic software instrumentation. Dynamic software instrumentation [2], [12] is a technique that enables developers to
control at runtime what and how metrics are collected, as opposed to making such decisions during the design phase. When dynamic software instrumentation is combined with service-oriented middleware methodologies, dynamic instrumentation no longer need be a concern of DRE system developers. Instead, it becomes a service that collects metrics from the system and prepares the metrics for evaluation by performance analysis tools. Moreover, this process can occur without a priori knowledge (e.g., structure and quantity) of metrics being collected.

This paper describes the Open-source Architecture for Software Instrumentation of Systems (OASIS), which is a service-oriented dynamic instrumentation middleware for enterprise DRE systems. OASIS enables DRE system developers and testers to collect metrics from a distributed environment at runtime without making such decisions on how to do so at design time. This loose coupling enables performance analysis tools to leverage OASIS’s services to analyze collected metrics, such as querying for specific response times of events. We also present the results of experiments that apply OASIS to a representative enterprise DRE system. These results show that OASIS enables DRE system developers to dynamically configure the instrumentation middleware so that end-to-end response time is not impacted significantly.

**Paper organization.** The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section II motivates OASIS via a case study from the domain of shipboard computing; Section III describes the structure and functionality of OASIS; Section IV presents empirical results that evaluate OASIS’s impact on representative QoS requirements; Section V compares work on OASIS with related R&D efforts; and Section VI presents concluding remarks.

**II. CASE STUDY: THE SPRING SCENARIO**

This section motivates the need for OASIS via a case study from the domain of shipboard computing. Figure 1 shows the SPRING scenario, which is a representative enterprise DRE system from the domain of shipboard computing. This scenario tests QoS concerns (such as throughput, latency, jitter, and scalability) of the underlying enterprise DRE system infrastructure (e.g., hardware, middleware, operating system, and network) that will host it. For example, the scenario evaluates whether the infrastructure middleware can manage and meet the resource needs of applications in volatile conditions, such as changing arrival rates of events and dynamic resource usage. Detailed coverage of the SPRING scenario appears in [4].

Existing techniques for instrumenting enterprise DRE systems, such as the SPRING scenario, assume software instrumentation concerns (e.g., what metrics to collect and how to extract metrics from the enterprise DRE application) are incorporated into the system’s design. Tightly coupling system instrumentation with the existing software design, however, is not ideal because it prevents flexibility in the system’s design and implementation as it evolves throughout the software lifecycle, such as modifying the number of components and substituting different technologies for validating QoS requirements. In general, developers and testers of the SPRING scenario face the following challenges:

**Challenge 1: Dynamic collection and extraction of metrics without design time knowledge metric composition.** Since the SPRING scenario is under development it is hard for DRE system developers and testers to know all the metrics they need to collect for performance analysis tools during early phases of the software lifecycle. Moreover, the SPRING scenario has many operating conditions (such as high and low event throughput) and the QoS of its critical path can be affected by instrumentation. DRE system developers and testers therefore need mechanisms that enable them to collect and extract metrics without making such decisions at design time, and dynamically modify collection to ensure instrumentation does not unduly perturb performance. Section III-B1 shows how OASIS addresses this challenge by using a multi-level packaging technique that enables the it to adapt to different metrics being collected.

**Challenge 2: Dynamic discovery of metrics for analysis without design time knowledge of metric composition.** Existing third-generation languages and distribution middleware technologies, such as Java, CORBA, and Microsoft .NET, support dynamic types that enable transmission of data without knowledge of its structure and quantify. Although dynamic types are a plausible solution for this challenge, they are tightly coupled to a particular programming languages and middleware. Since many enterprise DRE systems (including the SPRING scenario) are composed of heterogenous technologies DRE system developers and testers need higher-level mechanisms that enable them to discover metrics for performance analysis tools without being bounded to specific technologies. Section III-B2 shows how OASIS addresses this challenge by using metadata to
describe metrics being collected beforehand so it is possible to discover the actual metrics later.

These challenges make it hard for DRE system developers and testers to apply different performance analysis tools to the SPRING scenario throughout the software lifecycle, particularly in early phases. Moreover, these challenges extend beyond the SPRING scenario and apply to other enterprise DRE systems that need to collect and extract metrics without knowledge of such concerns at design time.

III. THE STRUCTURE AND FUNCTIONALITY OF OASIS

This section describes OASIS and explains how it addresses the design challenges presented in Section II that DRE system developers and testers encounter when instrumenting enterprise DRE systems.

A. Overview of OASIS

The design challenges in Section II focus on the ability to handle metrics (e.g., collect, extract, and analyze) without knowledge of the metrics of interest (e.g., their structure and quantity to the underlying middleware and system infrastructure). To address these challenges, the OASIS service-oriented middleware can instrument enterprise DRE systems to collect and extract metrics of interest without knowledge of their structure or quantity. Metric collection and extraction in OASIS is also independent of specific technologies and programming languages, which decouples OASIS from enterprise DRE system software implementation details. DRE system developers and testers are thus not constrained to make decisions regarding what metrics to collect for performance analysis tools during the design phase of the system.

Figure 2 presents an high-level overview of OASIS. As shown in this figure, OASIS consists of the following five entities:

**Software probe**: is an autonomous agent [6] that collects metrics of interest (such as the current value(s) of an event, the current state of a component, or the heartbeat of a component or the node hosting the component) and acts independent of the application being monitored and other entities in OASIS. For example, a heartbeat software probe in the SPRING scenario has an active object that periodic sends metrics that represent a heartbeat, whereas an event monitor probe may send metrics each time a component receives/sends an event.

OASIS supports application-level and system-level probes. Application-level probes are embedded into an application to collect metrics, such as the state of an application component or number of events it sends/receives. System-level probes collect metrics that are not easily available at the application-level or may collect redundant metrics at the application-level, such as current memory usage or heartbeat of each host in the target environment. Both application- and system-level probes submit their metrics to the embedded instrumentation node (EINode) described below. Finally, each software probe is identifiable from other software probes by a user-defined UUID and corresponding human-readable name.

**Embedded instrumentation node (EINode)**: is responsible for receiving metrics from software probes. OASIS has one EINode per application-context, which is a domain of commonly related data. Examples of an application-context include a single component, an executable, or a single host in the target environment. The application-context for an EINode, however, is locality-constrained to ensure data transmission from a software probe to an EINode need not cross network boundaries, only process boundaries, for efficiency. Moreover, the EINode controls the flow of data it receives from software probes and submits to the data and acquisition controller described next. Finally, each EINode is uniquely identifiable from other EINodes by an user-defined UUID and corresponding human-readable name.

**Data acquisition and controller (DAC)**: receives data from an EINode and archives it for acquisition by performance analysis tools, such as querying the latest state of component in the SPRING scenario. The DAC is a persistent database with a static location in the target environment that can be located via a naming service [7]. This design decouples an EINode from a DAC and enables an EINode to dynamically discover at creation time which DAC it will submit data. Moreover, if a DAC fails during at runtime the EINode can (re)discover a new DAC to submit data. Finally, the DAC registers itself with the test and evaluation manager (described next) when it is created and is identifiable by an user-defined UUID and corresponding human-readable name.

**Test and evaluation manager (T&E)**: is the main entry point for user applications (see below) into OASIS. The T&E manager gathers and correlates data from each DAC that has registered with it. The T&E manager also enables user applications to send signals a software probe to alter its behavior at runtime, e.g., decreasing/increasing the hertz of the heartbeat software probe in the SPRING scenario.

**Performance analysis tools**: interact with OASIS by requesting metrics collected from different software probes via the T&E manager. They can also send signals/commands...
to software probes to alter their behavior at runtime. This design enables DRE system developers and testers and performance analysis tools to control the effects of software instrumentation at runtime and minimize the affects on overall system performance, such as ensuring the SPRING scenario’s critical path meets its deadline while under instrumentation.

Figure 3 shows an example deployment of the OASIS entities above in the context of an Effector component from the SPRING scenario. This figure also shows how DRE system developers and testers write domain-specific software probes—at either the application or system level—that collect metrics unknown to the OASIS middleware, such as probe that monitors incoming events or the heartbeat of a component. While the system under instrumentation is executing in its target environment, software probes collect metrics and submit them to an EINode. The EINode, in turn, submits the data to the DAC, which stores the metrics until user applications request metrics collected from different software probes via the T&E manager.

Figure 3 also highlights the application and network boundaries of OASIS. Software probes do not submit data across different network boundaries; this is the responsibility of the EINode to localize instrumentation overhead on the host. Likewise, the DAC and T&E manager are designed to execute on hosts separate from those running the system under instrumentation to ensure data management concerns of the DAC and T&E manager do not interfere with the system’s performance.

The remainder of this section discusses how OASIS addresses the design challenges of enabling dynamic instrumentation without design-time knowledge of the collected metrics or being bounded to a specific technologies and programming language.

B. Addressing the Dynamic Instrumentation Challenges in OASIS

1) Solution 1. Dynamic collection of metrics.: As discussed in Section III-A, OASIS has no knowledge of what metrics are collected during system instrumentation. Instead, DRE system developers and testers implement software probes and register them with an EINode that ensures its data is properly collected by the OASIS middleware. Figure 4 shows the UML class diagram for a software probes interface. Each software probe has init() and fini() methods to initialize and finalize a software probe, respectively. A software probe can optionally implement the handleCommand() method, which allows it to process commands sent from performance analysis tools via the T&E manager. Finally, each software probe has a corresponding SoftwareProbeFactory to support dynamic creation and linking into the application via the Component Configurator pattern [3] and associating the software probe with an EINode to submit metrics.

Figure 4. UML Class Diagram for OASIS’s Software Probe Architecture

Figure 5. UML Class Diagram for OASIS’s EINode

The EINode passed to the create() method of the SoftwareProbeFactory provides a well-defined interface so any SoftwareProbe can submit collected metrics. Figure 5 therefore presents the standard interface for an EINode. As shown in this figure, the EINode exports a single method to the software probe named sendData() with a single input parameter of type BinaryData, i.e., an array of bytes. When a software probe is ready to submit metrics for collection, it packages the BinaryData using the specification presented in Table I and invokes the EINode’s sendData() method.

Table I shows how each software probe packages its metrics to include information for OASIS to learn the
metric’s origin, i.e., the UUID of the software probe, and the probe/metric’s state at collection, e.g., collection timestamp, sequence number of metrics, probe state, and metric’s data size. The remaining contents of the BinaryData, such as the actual metrics, are outside of the ENode’s concern and remain unknown.

After an ENode receives packaged metrics from a software probe, the ENode submits it to the DAC. The behavior of an ENode for submitting collected metrics to the DAC can vary between different implementations. Regardless of an ENode’s implementation, the specification in Table II is used to package data received from a software probe into BinaryData. An interface similar to the ENode (see Figure 5) is then used to send the packaged BinaryData object to a DAC.

Table II shows how the ENode prepends to BinaryData the header information OASIS needs to learn its application-context origin. The ENode then submits the data to the DAC for storage. If metrics sent to a DAC are packaged according to Table I and Table II OASIS can dynamically collect metrics without knowing their details. This approach also decouples OASIS from any specific technology or programming language since data are well-defined binary stream producable using any language or platform that supports sockets—thereby addressing Challenge 1 in Section II.

2) Solution 2. Discovery of metrics for analysis. In many cases, performance analysis tools requesting data from OASIS via the T&E manager will know at design time the metrics being collected by software probes submitting data to an ENode. In other cases, such tools may want to request data for metrics not known at design-time. For example, in the SPRING scenario, DRE system developers and testers want to construct a generic GUI to monitor all metrics collected while the system is instrumented in its target environment. Since the GUI does not know all the different metrics collected by software probes at design time, the GUI needs mechanisms to learn metrics at runtime.

We address the challenge of discovering metrics for analysis without design-time knowledge by requiring each OASIS entity shown in Figure 2 to perform a registration and unregistration process at startup and shutdown time, respectively. The registration process between an ENode and a DAC, as well as a DAC with a T&E manager, involves understanding the composition of metric collection (i.e., the origin and path of metrics collected during system instrumentation). The registration process for a software probe with an ENode, however, is more critical because this is when the software probe notifies OASIS metric’s format.

Listing 1 presents an example registration for a software probe from the SPRING scenario that keeps track of a component’s state (e.g., activated or passivated). Each software probe’s registration in this listing is a XML schema definition (XSD) file. We use XSD since it provides a detailed description of data types, such as quantity and constraints, which can help with optimizations and filtering/managing data. The element with the name probeMetadata defines the root element that describes the format of the metric collected by a software probe. Likewise, the child annotation of the probeMetadata element with the id named metadata describes information about the software probe, such as the user-defined UUID and description of the software probe.

During registration, a software probe passes its XSD file to the ENode when the create() method is invoked on its SoftwareProbeFactory (see Listing 4). The ENode then passes the XSD file to the DAC with which it is registered. Performance analysis tools can request registration information for a software probe via the T&E manager, which includes the metadata describing its metric format. Using the metadata for a software probe, user applications can learn about metrics at runtime for analytical purposes—thereby addressing Challenge 2 in Section II.

IV. EVALUATING OASIS’S RUNTIME FLEXIBILITY AND INSTRUMENTATION OVERHEAD

This section analyzes the results of experiments that empirically evaluate the capabilities and performance of OASIS in the context of the SPRING scenario presented in Section II, which is a representative enterprise DRE system composed of programming languages and technologies that executes in heterogeneous environments where computers can run many different operating systems. The heterogeneity
of the SPRING scenario influenced the design of OASIS, as discussed in Section III.

A. Experiment Setup

A key concern of developers of applications and middleware for DRE systems is that dynamic instrumentation will negatively impact existing QoS properties, such as response-time and utilization, of the instrumented system. Due to the design of OASIS (described in Section III), QoS properties related to the DAC and the T&E Manager do not impact existing QoS properties of the system undergoing instruction, such as the application in the SPRING scenario. Instead, the EINode and software probes have more impact on QoS properties for instrumented system because the DAC and T&E manager are not deployed in the application domain. In contrast, the EINode and software probes interact directly with the instrumented system.

Since the EINode and software probes have more of an impact on existing QoS properties for the system undergoing instrumentation, developers and testers of the SPRING scenario were interested in determining if they could use OASIS to monitor the application in real-time without causing the application in the SPRING scenario to miss its critical path deadline. In particular, system testers want to monitor (1) as many events sent between each component and (2) the heartbeat of each application. Monitoring these two metrics greatly impacts the end-to-end response time of the application in the SPRING scenario and evaluate OASIS’s capabilities.

System testers therefore used the CUTS system execution modeling tool [5] to construct the application in the SPRING scenario shown in Figure 1. CUTS was used to (1) model the behavior and workload of each component at a high-level of abstraction and (2) auto-generate source code for the CIAO architecture from constructed models. System testers then compiled the generated source code on its target architecture and emulated the system on a cluster of computers running in ISISlab (www.isislab.vanderbilt.edu). Each computer in ISISlab used Emulab software to configure the Fedora Core 8 operating system. Likewise, each computer is an IBM Blade Type L20, dual-CPU 2.8 GHz processor with 1 GB RAM.

B. Experiment Results

Section IV-A provided background information that the system testers of the SPRING scenario were interested in executing. In particular, the system testers wanted to understand how using the dynamic instrumentation capabilities of OASIS would affect end-to-end response time of the application in the SPRING scenario. Figure 6 shows a single test run of the application in the SPRING scenario in ISISlab, where system testers adjusted the hertz of the heartbeat software probe. As shown in the figure, system testers initially started with a configuration of 1 hertz (or 1 event/sec) for each heartbeat software probe embedded in a component. Since the end-to-end response time for the application’s critical path of execution between the Effectors and Sensors was under its 500 msec deadline for this particular scenario, the system testers decided to increase the heartbeat software probe’s hertz to improve awareness of application liveliness. After increasing the heartbeat to 5 hertz, the end-to-end response time began increasing above 500 msec, as shown in Figure 6.

Since the heartbeat probe negatively impacted end-to-end response time for the application’s critical path of execution, system testers decreased the heartbeat software probe’s hertz to 2. Figure 6 shows how this dynamic change enabled them to increase awareness of application liveliness and not negatively impact end-to-end response of the application’s critical path of execution. System testers also increased the heartbeat software probe’s hertz to 3 to determine the new configuration would impact end-to-end response time. Unfortunately, 3 hertz caused the end-to-end response time to gradually increase with respect to time. System testers therefore learned that they could configure the heartbeat software probe to execute at 2 hertz without impacting end-to-end response time of the application’s critical path of execution.

The results above are just one of many different executions of the SPRING scenario. Experience gained from running this scenario throughout the system lifecycle underscores the challenges of validating OASIS’s usage in enterprise DRE systems. In general, OASIS’s dynamic capabilities can adapt to different application domains and its generic instrumentation and data collection facilities help remove complexities associated with distributed instrumentation and data collection in enterprise DRE systems. To truly leverage OASIS’s capabilities, however, DRE system testers will need to discover patterns for instrumenting distributed systems, similar to patterns of software architectures [1], and techniques for optimizing instrumentation and data collection.
concerns in such systems.

V. RELATED WORK

This section compares and contrasts our work on OASIS with related research on techniques for instrumentation and generic metric collection.

Instrumentation techniques.: Tan et al. [13] discuss methodologies to verify instrumentation techniques for resource management. Their approach decomposes instrumentation for resource management into monitor and corrector components. OASIS also has a monitor component (i.e., software probes) and a corrector component (i.e., user applications). OASIS extends their definition of instrumentation components, however, to include those necessary to extract metrics from the system in an efficient and effective manner (i.e., the EI Node, DAC, and T&E manager).

DTrace [2] is a non-intrusive dynamic instrumentation utility for production systems that has similar concepts as OASIS (such as application- and system-level software probes). DTrace, however, is locality constrained, whereas OASIS can collect data in a distributed environment. DTrace and OASIS can both collect metrics without design time knowledge of what metrics are being collected via instrumentation. DTrace also has the option of filtering instrumentation data at the software probe level using predicates. OASIS can achieve similar functionality—and greater flexibility—at the software probe, DAC, and T&E manager levels if each component uses a software probe’s registered metadata to learn and filter collected metrics at runtime. Finally, it is believed that DTrace and OASIS can complement each other to remove the locality constrained characteristics of DTrace.

Generic metric collection techniques.: XML is the basis of several techniques for collecting metrics without a priori knowledge of their type. XML is used in technologies such as Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) for Web Services, XML-RPC, and XML Metadata Interchange (XMI). OASIS likewise enables collection/transmission of metrics without design time knowledge of their type. OASIS uses raw binary streams to collect and transmit metrics, however, as opposed to verbose text strings as in XML that can impact the performance of an enterprise DRE system. OASIS uses XML to describe metametrics, which are metadata that describes the metrics structure, data types, and quantity, collected and transmitted at registration time (i.e., before the system is fully operational).

Generic data types, such as CORBA Any and Java Object, can be used to dynamically collect and transmit metrics. OASIS improves upon these techniques since it is not bound to a particular programming language or middleware technology. Moreover, using generic types to collect and transmit metrics makes it hard for receivers (such as user applications) to learn about unknown types unless the language supports built-in discovery mechanisms, such as reflection. OASIS removes this complexity by storing metadata about a software probe’s metrics (which is kept separate from the actual metrics) so programming languages and technologies used to implement user applications in OASIS that do not support type discovery mechanisms can still learn about metric types at runtime.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Conventional techniques for instrumenting enterprise DRE systems and determining which metrics to collect for performance analysis tools can limit their analytical capabilities. Moreover, deferring design decisions related to instrumenting DRE systems and determining what metrics to collect can limit the metrics available to performance analysis tools since the instrumentation may not be incorporated into the system’s design. To address these limitations, this paper presented OASIS, which is service-oriented dynamic instrumentation middleware that enables enterprise DRE system developers and testers to collect metrics via instrumentation without prematurely committing to tightly-coupled design decision during the early phases of a system’s lifecycle. The results of our experiments show how OASIS helps adapt the instrumentation needs of enterprise DRE system developers and testers by enabling them to control the impact of instrumentation overhead at runtime.

The following are our lessons learned thus far based on our experience of applying OASIS to the SPRING scenario:

1. Dynamic configuration of probes at runtime minimizes probe effects.: OASIS’s ability to alter the behavior of software probes at runtime helps minimize instrumentation overhead, e.g., software probes have essentially the same effects on QoS if they are present or not. Enterprise DRE system developers and testers therefore have greater levels of confidence they can incorporate instrumentation into production systems and still meet the system’s QoS requirements. Our future work will investigate techniques to automate minimizing probe effects for dynamic instrumentation of enterprise DRE systems.

2. Separating metadata from data improves discovery capabilities.: Since OASIS separates metadata (i.e., the XSD files) from the actual data (i.e., collected metrics) for each software probe, performance analysis tools to utilize collected metrics at runtime without having prior knowledge of its structure and quality. Our future work will investigate techniques to optimize OASIS’s data collection, archiving, and retrieval capabilities by leveraging this metadata.

OASIS is integrated into the CUTS system execution modeling tool, which are available for download in open-source form from www.cs.iupui.edu/CUTS.
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